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METHODS & MATERIALS

How effective is manual debridement on 
exposed dental implant threads?
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One of the greatest innovations in dental restoration is the ability to provide a
stable osseous integrated base platform to restore missing dentition.
However, with all innovations come complications to mitigate. Current
recommendations for salvage of periimplantitis affected prosthesis include
manual debridement to reduce biofilm load. Initial testing and trials
completed have shown a reduction in surface area contamination up to 64%.
Changes have been noted related to implant brand and technique. This should
be in direct correlation to reduction in biofilm load in the contaminated
implant scenario. Further testing will be completed to assess the implications
of variables to include multiple providers, visual field components, variation in
instrumentation, and variation in implant structure. Further statistical analysis
will be completed to evaluate the significance of the findings and relativity to
current antibiotic therapy.

To provide our data the experiment will be constructed with 10 Nobel Biocare
Active and 10 Zimmer brand periosteal dental implants placed in a 4x4 block of
untreated spruce wood. The implants will be placed with approximately 30%
of threads exposed on a unilateral side. We will also leave the implant 2mm
superior of the superior margin of wood to replicate vertical bone loss so
consistently prominent in periimplantitis cases. The implant will be coated with
a solution comprised of a ultraviolet reactive florescent brightening solution
with a reduced viscosity form of adhesive. This unactivated solution will allow
minimal visibility for the provider so as not to skew visual alertness at standard
operating distances. The block with implants will be placed on a standardized
jig placed 20cm from a digital camera. It will allow the block to be
photographed in three repeatable angulations to include 45 deg, 90 deg, and
135 deg from implant vertical orientation line. These photos will be taken prior
and immediately after surgical debridement. The block will be placed in the
head position of a standard dental chair and secured. A provider will be
allowed to attempt to remove a minimal depth layer of the exposed implant
consistent with current recommendations for implant debridement. When
completed, a final series of photographs will be taken of the block and modified
implants under ultraviolet lighting. These photos will be placed into a digital
image editor where we will use a color saturation filter to measure the percent
of illuminated pigment remaining post debridement. The three angulations will
be averaged and compared to pre-debridement calculations. Statistical analysis
will be used to verify significant findings.

PATHOPHYSIOLOGY

Periimplantitis is the inflammatory process around a osseous integrated dental
implant. The process can be recognized by signs of infection such as
inflammation, purulence, bone loss, or implant instability. Usually a loss of
support by the bone degradation due to chronic inflammatory and infective
process. One of the short comings of the current dental implant application is
the fact that attached tissue as normally found in apices of the dental sulcus is
not replicated with dental implants. The tissue does have a sulcular connection
which is smaller and of less strength than the natural attachment fibers. Due to
this the incidence of infective infringement of the tissue surrounding implants
is more frequent and detrimental for the longevity of the restoration.

Debridement of this biofilm can be accomplished by manual, high speed
assisted, and laser methods. This reduction in biofilm is an attempt to reduce
the bacterial load to a less pathogenic level. Tissue reconditioning and surface
agitation also assist in the new regeneration of the tissue adhesion.

Alternative treatments would consist of debridement by laser as shown
below. On finding a attachment loss the laser is introduced to induce
the removal of biofilm and the stimulation of bleeding to assist in tissue
regeneration and attachment regeneration.

INTRODUCTION

Over recent years implant dentistry has revolutionized the dental restoration
process. With a noted success rate reaching as high as 98% it has become a
mainstay in restorative options and dental practices. However, not all are
successful to osseointegration. One of the main causes of failure is known as
periimplantitis. This is an inflammatory / infective process that leads to bone
loss and implant instability. Current recommendations for fighting
periimplantitis is a wide range of physical debridement with high speed hand
pieces, laser, chemical sterilization, antibiotics, or a combination of such. The
multitude of limitations or non-researched concerns can include implant
access, visualization, complexity of physical form, practitioner limitations, and
armamentarium. The question this paper wishes to address is just how
successful is debridement of partially integrated dental implants by high speed
hand piece and diamond burrs. Understanding the limitations versus success
of this process can lead to better understanding of infective process, diversion,
or technique management.
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PURPOSE

The purpose of this study is to determine the efficacy of physical debridement
of irregular implant surface using a high speed hand piece and round diamond
burrs. This proof of concept will hopefully be a basis for improving salvage
efforts of failing dental implants due to periimplantitis. Once efficiency is
established one can correlate residual bacterial bio layer and whether a critical
mass has been reached to allow healing. This will give a basis for antibiotic
therapy or adjunct treatment to be explored separately or in conjunction with
debridement therapy.

HYPOTHESIS

We hypothesize that due to implant irregularities, trouble with visualation,
surgical site limitations, and provider limitations that less than 20 % reduction
of bacterial biofilm is removed from implant surface with manual debridement.


